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The current state of quantum information experiments using trapped ions is summarized.

A brief review of the physics of ion traps is provided, along with an explanation of

methods used to realize quantum logic operations. Some recent applications of these

operations are discussed, along with prospects for further development.

1. Introduction

With recent developments in the general �eld of quantum information, it has become

clear that quantum systems have the potential to yield signi�cant advances in information

technology [1{4]. Because of this potential, considerable experimental e�ort is underway

to develop physical systems which are suitable for quantum information applications, in

forms ranging from gas to liquid to solid state [3]. In the presence of so much activity,

it becomes diÆcult to keep an overall perspective of these di�erent approaches and what

they have accomplished. It is the purpose of this review to help address this issue, by

describing recent progress in techniques using trapped ions.

In the trapped-ion approach, individual charged atoms serve as quantum bits, and the

interaction between qubits that is required for entanglement is provided by the Coulomb

force. The ions are con�ned in an externally applied potential which is simple and well-

characterized, and they are manipulated using laser beams, again in a very well-understood

way. As a result, an extremely high degree of coherence and control is possible, while

decoherence e�ects from the environment are relatively low. Furthermore, because the ions

are trapped and prepared in de�nite states, quantum logic operations can be performed in

a deterministic way, meaning that an operation has a reasonably high probability of success

for each attempt. This is in contrast with some other approaches, in which the probability

of success is low and signal is recovered either by averaging over many attempts [5] or by

using coincidence techniques to identify those attempts which were successful [6, 7]. Many

practical applications will require deterministic operations [8] of the type demonstrated in

ion traps [9].

Other advantages of ion traps for quantum logic include nearly perfect state detection.
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58 Quantum information experiments with trapped ions

Detection accuracies of about 99% have been obtained, and even lower error probabilities

should be possible. This can be compared with photon detection, in which eÆciencies of

about 10% are typically observed [6]. and �eld ionization of neutral atoms, which can

achieve about 40% [7]. High eÆciency is important for Bell inequality tests, and will also

be necessary for reading out the state of a large quantum computer.

Due to these advantages, several groups worldwide are pursuing quantum information

experiments in ion traps. Publicized e�orts are underway at Aarhus aarhus, Ann Ar-

bor[11], Hamburg [12], IBM-Almaden [13], Innsbruck [14], KARC [15], Los Alamos [16],

MPQ-Garching [17], NIST-Boulder [18], and Oxford [19].

The paper consists of �ve sections. After this introduction, Section 2 reviews the basic

physics of ion traps, and Section 3 discusses means by which quantum logic operations can

be achieved. Section 4 then summarizes some recent applications and Section 5 outlines

future directions for e�ort and o�ers concluding remarks. In the interests of space, some

general background knowledge of quantum information science is assumed throughout.

2. Ion Trap Basics

In the trapped-ion approach, quantum information is stored in the internal states of the

ions, while the external (motional) degrees of freedom are used for entanglement. It is

necessary then for both parts of the quantum state to be highly controlled. In this section,

requirements on the ion internal structure are �rst discussed, and then means of controlling

the motion are addressed.

2.1. Internal States

Typically, ion species chosen for use in quantum logic experiments have only one valence

electron, so that the internal states are basically similar to those of a neutral hydrogen

or alkali metal atom. A large number of states are thus available, and it is necessary to

select two which will serve as the qubit basis. One possibility is to use two sublevels of

the electronic ground state, in which case quantum information is stored in the combined

electronic and nuclear spins. Alternatively, one of the states can be a metastable excited

state, so that information is stored in the electronic motion. This choice is a fundamental

one, with each alternative having advantages and disadvantages.

If the qubit levels are both in the electronic ground state, then they are in principle

extremely stable, with typical spontaneous emission rate on the order of 10�6 yr�1. More

likely causes of decoherence are uctuating magnetic �elds, which couple to the atomic

spin. Nonetheless, coherence times of several hundred seconds have been achieved [20{22].

The e�ect of decoherence is quanti�ed by the �delity, F , de�ned to be h j � j i where  
is the desired state and � is the actual density matrix. The �delity is essentially given by

the probability for a logic operation to succeed. For environmental decoherence, 1 � F

is given approximately by the ratio of operation time to decoherence time. The ground

state sublevels are typically separated by microwave or radio frequencies, so coherent

transitions could be driven between them by direct application of microwave or rf �elds.

The transition rate 
 is fundamentally limited to be small compared to the transition
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Fig. 1. Schematic of internal state structure required for quantum logic. States j0i and j1i are
metastable states which store the quantum information. State jpi is used for optical pumping,

in order to prepare the ion in a known state. State jdi is used for detection via state-selective

uorescence. Arrows show the required transition pathways.

frequency !0, but in practice power requirements limit the rate to roughly 106 s�1. This

gives a potential �delity on the order of 1 � 10�8, where it is thought that fault-tolerant

quantum computation requires 1� F � 10�5 [23].

The two sublevels can also be coupled using a stimulated Raman transition, in which

two laser beams are applied with frequencies that di�er by an amount equal to the sublevel

splitting. The lasers themselves are tuned near an excited state, so that a resonantly en-

hanced two-photon transition can occur. In this case, somewhat higher transition rates can

be achieved, but spontaneous scattering is also allowed and this is a source of decoherence.

This e�ect limits current experiments to 1 � F � 10�3 { 10�2, and it may be diÆcult

to improve these values much beyond �10�4. This is worse than the direct microwave

excitation approach, but the Raman technique allows coupling between the qubit states

and the motion of the ions. This coupling is required for entanglement in the approaches

that will be described below, but other alternatives have recently been suggested [24].

In contrast, if one of the qubit states is an electronic excited state, then the transition

frequency will typically be optical, and the internal and motional states can be coupled

directly by a laser. The lifetime of the excited state will necessarily be limited by spon-

taneous emission, but states exist which have lifetimes of seconds or more [25]. Coherent

transition rates 
 � 106 s�1 have been observed for single ion transitions [26], and sig-

ni�cantly faster rates should be possible. Although entangling operations are likely to

be slower [27], prospects for achieving high �delity gates seem good. However, in order

to take advantage of long coherence times, the driving laser must be very stable. Laser

frequency stabilities below 1 Hz have been achieved in other experiments [28], but doing so

is technically diÆcult. This requirement is the main disadvantage of the optical approach

compared to the use of ground state sublevels, as the microwave frequency modulation

required for Raman coupling is considerably simpler.

Besides the two qubit levels, in general at least two other internal states are required.

The states are illustrated schematically in Fig. 1, and two experimental implementations
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Fig. 2. Implementations of internal state structure in 9Be+ and 40Ca+. Here only strongly

allowed transitions are shown. (a) In 9Be+, the logic states j0i and j1i are, for example, the
ground hyper�ne levels j2;�2i and j1;�1i respectively, where in jF;mF i, F is the total angular

momentum quantum number and mF is the projection of the angular momentum along a chosen

quantization axis. The two states are split by a frequency of approximately 1.25 GHz. States jpi
and jdi are in the excited PJ manifold, where J is the total electronic angular momentum. The

P1=2 and P3=2 states are separated by the �ne structure splitting of �200 GHz. The radiative

lifetime of the P states is 8 ns. Owing to angular momentum conservation, the P3=2 j3; 3i hyper�ne
state can decay only to the S1=2 j2; 2i state, making it suitable for detection. (b) In 40Ca+, there

is no nuclear spin and thus no hyper�ne structure. In each of the states shown, the sublevel with

maximum spin projection mJ = J is used. Here the logic states are j0i � S1=2 and j1i � D5=2,

which are separated with a transition wavelength of 729 nm. The lifetime of the D5=2 state is

approximately 1 s [30]. For detection, the ion is illuminated with laser light at 397 nm and 866

nm. No uorescence is observed if the ion is in the D5=2 state, while photons are scattered if it is

in the S1=2 state. The P3=2 state is used for repumping.

are shown in Fig. 2. Here j0i and j1i denote the qubit levels. State jpi is an unstable

excited state which is radiatively connected to both qubit states, and it is used to initially

prepare the ion in a known state. This is done by optical pumping [29], where only one

of the transitions, say j1i $ jpi, is driven until all of the population has decayed by

spontaneous emission into j0i. State preparation �delities of 0.99 or greater have been

achieved by this method.

The second excited state, jdi, is radiatively connected only to one of the qubit states,

shown here as j0i. This is used to detect the state of the ions when the experiment is

complete. If an ion is in j0i when the j0i $ jdi transition is driven, it will uoresce brightly
as the ion cycles between the two states. In contrast, an ion in j1i will not participate
in the transition, and will thus remain dark [31{33]. The number of photons emitted by

the bright state can be 105 or more, which is large enough that the qubit states can be

eÆciently distinguished even if the eÆciency for detecting a single photon is low. Figure

3 shows the results obtained using this detection procedure with two 9Be+ ions. Here the

states of the two ions a and b were detected jointly, so that j0i
a
j1i

b
and j1i

a
j0i

b
could not

be distinguished. For a single ion, detection eÆciencies of �0.99 have been demonstrated

[34]. As can be seen from the �gure, joint detection of multiple ions becomes more diÆcult

unless an imaging technique is used to resolve each ion independently [35].
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Fig. 3. Histogram showing detection of two 9Be+ ions. When the ions repeated prepared in state  

are illuminated with the detection laser beam, ion i uoresces brightly with probability jh j0ii j2.
(In order to suppress uorescence from the j1i state, the population of the j1i � j1;�1i state is
transferred to the j1; 1i hyper�ne state before detection.) On average, approximately 60 photons

are detected from each uorescing ion, but shot noise causes this number to uctuate according

to Poissonian statistics. The histogram shows the results obtained when the ions are identically

prepared and detected 2�104 times in succession. The three peaks correspond to the possibilities

that 0, 1 or 2 ions were found in state j0i, and from the areas under the peaks, the respective

probabilities can be determined.

A variety of ion species exist which meet these requirements. In addition to Be (Ref.

[36]) and Ca (Ref. [37{39]), the remaining alkaline earths Mg (Ref. [40]), Sr and Ba (Ref.

[41]) are being explored for use in quantum information experiments. The selection of

an ion is based both on how well it supports the level structure of Fig. 1, and on the

availability of lasers at the required wavelengths.

2.2. Motion

Given an ion with suitable internal states, a trap is required to hold it. It is impossible to

trap a charged particle in free space using static electric �elds [42], so ion trap designs either

use time-dependent electric �elds in radio-frequency (Paul) traps, or use a combination of

electric and magnetic �elds in Penning traps [43, 44]. It is diÆcult to stably localize small

numbers of ions in a Penning trap, so quantum information experiments to date have used

rf traps. In these traps, an electric �eld E oscillates rapidly compared to the frequencies

of the ions' overall motion, and the time-averaged e�ect on the ions can be described by

a pondermotive pseudopotential

Up(r) =
q2

2M
2
T

hE(r)2i: (1)

Here q is the ion's charge, M is its mass, 
T is the oscillation frequency of the �eld, and

hE2i denotes the time average. For a quadrupole �eld E(r) � r, so the con�ning force

is harmonic. In addition to the pondermotive trapping, the �eld also imposes a small
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Radio-frequency trap geometries. In both sketches, stars show the locations of trapped

ions. (a) A spherical quadrupole trap can be formed using two electrodes, one with a hole and the

other with a slot. An rf potential is applied between the two, resulting in a quadrupole �eld with

a node at the center of the hole. (b) A linear trap consists of four parallel rods. An rf voltage is

applied to the continuous rods shown, while the segmented rods are held at a dc potential. This

gives an oscillating �eld which is zero along a line between the rods. To provide axial con�nement,

a positive voltage is applied to the outer segments of the dc rods, while the inner segments are

held at ground or a negative potential.

amplitude oscillation at the rf frequency 
 onto the ions' motion. Termed micromotion,

this oscillation has a spatially dependent amplitude qE(r)=M
2
T
.

Two di�erent �eld geometries are possible. In the �rst, the quadrupole �eld is a

spherical quadrupole,

Esphere(r) / axx+ ayy � (ax + ay)z; (2)

where r = x + y + z, and the asymmetry ax=ay is determined by the geometry of the

trapping electrodes. One way to realize a �eld of this type is shown in Fig. 4(a). The

second geometry uses a linear quadrupole �eld,

Elin(r) / axx� ayy: (3)

This provides pondermotive con�nement in the radial directions only, so a static quadrupole

�eld is used to obtain harmonic axial con�nement. This geometry is illustrated in Fig. 4(b).

In either case, typical harmonic oscillation frequencies range from 0.1 to 10 MHz, with rf

frequencies roughly 10 times higher.

For a single ion, the spherical and linear geometries are basically equivalent, but this

is not the case when multiple ions are trapped. As discussed below, the ions can be cooled

nearly to the ground state of the potential [45]. The motions of the cold ions are strongly

coupled by the Coulomb interaction, so the ground state is a crystalline arrangement

occupying nonzero volume. In general then, most of the ions will experience a nonzero

value of the pondermotive �eld and undergo micromotion. The micromotion has several
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Fig. 5. The combined motional and internal states of a trapped ion. In the �gure, internal states

are labelled j0i and j1i, and motional states are labelled as 0, 1, 2. Combined motional and spin

transitions can be driven. The �rst blue sideband is illustrated.

deleterious e�ects when the ions are interacting with a laser, and it is therefore undesirable

[36, 46{48]. It can be avoided in the linear geometry by making the axial con�nement weak

compared to the radial, so that the ions form a line along the z-axis where the rf �eld

is zero. For increasing number of ions N , the axial con�nement must be made weaker,

with the ratio of axial to radial oscillation frequencies scaling as N�0:9 for N large [49]. If

the con�nement is too weak it is diÆcult to keep the ions trapped and cold, and the slow

motional frequencies limit the speed at which logic operations can be performed [27]. The

number of ions that can be used is therefore limited.

Because the ions are strongly coupled, excitations from the ground state are described

by normal modes of the ion crystal. There are 3N modes, and their frequencies and

structures can be calculated by classical methods [50]. The simplest modes are the three

center-of-mass (COM) modes, in which the ion crystal moves rigidly in the trap. The COM

mode frequencies are the same as the oscillation frequencies of a single ion, independent

of N .

Quantum mechanically, each mode i behaves to good approximation as a harmonic

oscillator, with eigenstates jni
i
; energies n�h!i, and raising and lowering operators a

y

i
, ai.

Since all of the frequencies !i are typically large compared to the decoherence time, the

motional states are well-de�ned, and must be included in the description of the quantum

state. Fig. 5 illustrates the combined motional and internal states, for a particular motional

mode of one ion. As shown, it is possible to drive transitions between motional states using

the coupling �eld, such that j0; ni $ j1; n0i. The transition for n = n0 is termed the carrier,

and occurs at frequency !0 independent of n. Transition with n0 = n�m are termed the

mth blue (+) or red (-) sidebands, and have frequencies !0 �m!i. Thus, as long as the

!i are not degenerate, a particular mode can be addressed by tuning the frequency of the

coupling �eld. The states which are coupled will then undergo Rabi oscillation [26, 51] in

the usual way [52].

For a single ion, the coupling strength of a motional transition can be characterized by

the Lamb-Dicke parameter �. For ion mass M and mode frequency !i, the Lamb-Dicke
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parameter is a

�i =

�
�h

2M!i

�1=2

j�k � uij: (4)

For a single photon transition, �k = k, the wave vector of the driving �eld, while for a

two-photon Raman transition, �k = k1 �k2. For a microwave transition, �k is typically

very small. Finally, ui is a unit vector in the direction of oscillation of the ion. If the matrix

element for the internal-state transition is �h
=2, the Rabi frequency for the transition from

n to n0 = n�m will be [53]


nn0 � 
 hn0j exp i�i(ai + a
y

i
) jni = 


�
n>!

n<!

�1=2

e��
2

i
=2�m

i
Lm
n<

(�2
i
) (5)

where n> and n< are respectively the larger and smaller of n and n0, and Lm
n

is the

generalized Laguerre polynomial. It is usually optimal for � to be small compared to 1, so

that only the leading terms in � are important. It cannot be too small, however, since the

sideband transition rates vanish for � ! 0. Values of 0.1 to 0.4 are typical. In the limit

n�2
i
� 1, (5) becomes


nn0 � 


�
n>!

n<!

�1=2
�m
i

m!
(6)

for a sideband transition, and


nn � 


�
1� 1 + n

2
�2
i

�
(7)

for the carrier. Note that each motional mode i will a�ect the carrier Rabi frequency as

in (7).

The precise forms of Eqs. (5)-(7) are less important than the fact that in all cases,


nn0 depends on n. This is the reason that it is necessary to cool the ions' motion: if the

ions are in an unknown motional state, then the Rabi frequency is also unknown and it

is impossible to apply a precise transformation to the spin wave function. The resulting

uncertainty is e�ectively a form of decoherence. For small �, this e�ect is weaker for the

carrier transition than from the sidebands, but is nonetheless signi�cant if high �delity is

desired.

Thus for quantum information applications, the ions must be cooled to their ground

state. This can be achieved by several mechanisms. A representative one is sideband laser

cooling [54], which can be understood with reference to Fig. 1. If the `detection' state

jdi has a linewidth  which is smaller than the motional frequencies !i, the the states

jD;ni will be resolved. When � is small, spontaneous decay from jdi to j0i will tend to

conserve n. So, by tuning a laser to the j0; ni $ jD;n� 1i transition, approximately one

quantum will be removed from the motional mode in each excitation/decay cycle. This

cooling proceeds until the mode's mean excitation hni is approximately (=2!i)
2, which

is close to zero in the resolved sideband limit.

aFor more than one ion, a similar analysis applies, but the Lamb-Dicke parameters �i have a more
complicated form [36, 50].
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E�ective sideband cooling has been observed [26, 45, 55], but typical implementations

are more complicated, because usually state jdi does not have  � !i. One solution is to

cool on the j0i $ j1i transition, and to use the j1i ! jpi transition to obtain the necessary
spontaneous decay step [56]. Alternatively, another laser can be used to impart additional

structure to the jdi state, generating an e�ectively narrower linewidth  [57]. By such

methods, single mode ground state populations of up to 99.9% have been obtained [57].

Unfortunately, the ions do not remain cold inde�nitely. Being charged, the ions interact

with uctuating ambient electric �elds, which leads to heating [58]. The COM modes

couple directly to the ambient �eld, while other modes couple to its higher moments. For

relatively distant �eld sources, the higher moments are greatly reduced, so only the COM

modes are observed to heat [59]. The measured heating rates are generally too large to

be explained by known ambient �eld sources, including thermal blackbody radiation. It is

hypothesized that the anomalous e�ect is due to uctuating surface charge distributions

on the trap electrodes. A model based on this assumption predicts that the heating rate

scales as [58]
dhni
dt

/ N

M!d4
S(!); (8)

where N is the number of ions, M is the mass of a single ion, ! is the mode frequency,

d is the distance to the electrode surface, and S(!) is the noise power spectral density.

Available data on heating rates roughly follow this scaling law, with S / !�� for �

typically between 0 and 1. Typical heating rates are dhni=dt � 2� 103 s�1 for 9Be+ ions

in a trap with d � 300 �m and ! � 2� � 10 MHz [58], and 5 s�1 for 40Ca+ ions in a trap

with d � 700 �m and ! � 2� � 4 MHz [57]. These values agree with the above scaling

to about an order of magnitude. Some techniques for combating or reducing the e�ects of

this heating are described in Section 5.

3. Quantum Logic

As discussed above, there are several ways to implement an e�ective two-level system

for quantum logic using a trapped ion. General quantum logic operations then require

the ability to apply arbitrary unitary transformations to any single qubit, as well as an

entangling operation between any pair of qubits. These requirements are discussed in turn.

3.1. Single Qubit Operations

Transformations of the state of a single ion are obtained by coherently driving the j0i $ j1i
carrier transition for a time t and with phase �.b Working in the interaction picture, the

e�ect of the transition can be described by a rotation operation R(
t; �), where

R(�; �) =

�
cos(�=2) ei� sin(�=2)

�e�i� sin(�=2) cos(�=2)

�
(9)

in the fj0i ; j1ig basis. Here 
 is the Rabi frequency. For � = �, rotation �delities on

bFor a direct transition, � is the phase of the laser �eld, while for a Raman transition it is the phase of
the beat note between the two beams at the position of the ion.
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the order of 0.98 have been achieved, with imperfections due to laser noise, magnetic �eld

uctuations, spontaneous emission, and motional heating.

This rotation operation is suÆcient to generate arbitrary single-qubit transformations.

In a collection of several ions, however, it is necessary to apply (9) to each ion indepen-

dently. The separation between the ions is approximately

s =

�
e2

4��0M!2

�1=3

(10)

For traps with oscillation frequencies of a few MHz, s is typically a few �m, so that focusing

a laser beam onto a single ion while avoiding its neighbors is nontrivial. The best results to

date have been achieved using 40Ca+ ions in a trap with axial frequency !z = 2��700 kHz,
where 729 nm coupling light was applied to individual ions at a separation of 6.6 �m [60].

As noted, however, higher oscillation frequencies are generally advantageous.

One alternative solution makes use of the fact that the phase � appearing in (9) is in

general a function of the location of the ion ri,

� = �0 +�k � ri (11)

where �0 is the phase of the drive �eld at the reference position ri = 0 and �k is the

same as in (4). By manipulating the positions of the ions, di�erential phase shifts can be

obtained while allowing all the ions to be illuminated. For instance, if two ions are in the

trap and are equally illuminated, a rotation by � on one ion only is achieved in three steps.

First, a laser pulse is used to rotate both ions by �=2. The trap electrode voltages are then

adjusted so that one ion remains �xed, but the other is displaced by an amount d with

�k � d = �. A second laser pulse identical to the �rst is then applied, which completes

the rotation of the �rst ion, but reverses the rotation of the second ion. This technique

has been demonstrated for two ions, with a �delity of approximately 0.95 [61]. It can be

generalized for more ions, but the pulse sequence complexity grows rapidly.

3.2. Entanglement

Entanglement of two particles requires some form of interaction to exist between them. In

the case of ions, this interaction is provided by the Coulomb force, which causes the motion

of di�erent ions to be coupled. Several schemes have been proposed which take advantage

of this coupling [9, 24, 36, 62, ?, 63, 65{68]. The methods which have been successfully

implemented are described here.

The original proposal to use trapped ions for quantum logic was by Cirac and Zoller

(CZ) [62]. Their entanglement method requires a third stable atomic state j2i in addition

to j0i and j1i. Entanglement between two ions i and j is then achieved in the form of

a phase gate, in which ion j acquires a phase of � if both ions i and j are in state j1i.
Assuming the ions can be individually addressed and the motion is initially in the ground

state, the required pulse sequence is:

(i) The red sideband transition of ion i is driven with � = � in Eq. (9). This transfers
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the state of the ion to the motion:

(� j0i
i
+ � j1i

i
) j0i

m
! j0i

i
(� j0i

m
+ � j1i

m
); (12)

where the subscript i denotes the internal state of ion i and m denotes the motional state

of the mode being used.

(ii) The j1i
j
j1i

m
$ j2i

j
j0i

m
transition on ion j is driven with � = 2�. This introduces

a phase shift if the ion is in state j1i and the motional state is j1i:
j1i

j
j1i

m
! �j1i

j
j1i

m
: (13)

(iii) The motional state is then mapped back onto ion i by reversing step (i), by driving

the red sideband of ion i using � = � and � = �.

The resulting phase gate is suÆcient for universal quantum logic. The basis of it was

demonstrated in Ref. [69], where a single ion was used and the motional state itself served

as the control qubit.

Several more recent proposals have some advantages over the original CZ scheme. First,

the CZ method requires individual addressing of the ions, which is experimentally diÆcult

as noted above. It also requires the additional state j2i. A suitable state may not be

conveniently accessible, especially if it is demanded that the j1i $ j2i transition exhibit

no �rst order Zeeman shift in a uctuating magnetic �eld. Finally, since the scheme relies

on sideband transitions, it is very sensitive to motional decoherence. Achieving a �delity

of F requires the mode being used to have a thermal excitation less than approximately

1� F quanta.

The entanglement scheme which has been most successful is that of M�lmer and

S�rensen (MS) [70{73]. In this approach, a motional mode is used to obtain an inter-

action between the ions, but the mode is driven o�-resonance so that it is only virtually

excited. As a consequence, sensitivity to motional excitation is reduced. The method also

relies on illuminating all the ions that are being entangled. Individual addressing is still

required if two ions out of a larger collection are to be coupled, but not if only two ions

are present. The method also has no need of an auxiliary state.

The technique is illustrated in Fig. 6. Two �elds are simultaneously applied to the

ions. The �rst is at a frequency !B = !0 + !m � Æ, and the second at !R = !0 � !m � Æ.
Here !0 is the carrier frequency, !m the mode frequency, and Æ � !m is a small detuning.

As illustrated, the net e�ect is to couple j00i $ j11i and j10i $ j01i. The e�ective Rabi
frequency for the two-step transition is

~
 =
�2
2

Æ
(14)

for carrier Rabi frequency 
 and Lamb-Dicke parameter �, assuming � � 1. Then if the

lasers are applied for a time t with ~
t = �=2, the entangling operation

E =
ei�=4p

2

2
664

1 0 0 i

0 1 i 0

0 i 1 0

i 0 0 1

3
775 (15)
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Fig. 6. The entangling operation of M�lmer and S�rensen. For two ions, the energy levels are

as shown, where n labels the motional states of a particular mode. Entanglement is achieved by

applying a bichromatic drive at frequencies !R and !B , which are slightly detuned from the red

and blue sidebands, as shown. The e�ect is to couple (a) j00i $ j11i and (b) j10i $ j10i, and by

driving these transitions for an appropriate time, entangled states are created.

is realized. Here the state basis is fj00i ; j10i ; j01i ; j11ig and the phase convention is

chosen such that the phase (11) at each ion is zero.

If Æ is not too small, population of the intermediate states is negligible. The linewidth

of the sideband transition is �
, so avoiding motional excitation requires Æ � �
. In order

to increase ~
, however, it is desirable that Æ be as small as possible. This can be achieved

by setting

Æ = 2�

p
m (16)

for integerm, in which case the intermediate states are excited with mean quantum number

hni = (2m)�1, but the excitation vanishes at precisely the time (15) is realized [73]. For

small m, however, the sensitivity of the operation to heating during the pulse is increased.

In addition to its other advantages, the MS technique can also be applied to multiple

ions. For an even number of ions, application of the above �elds results in the transfor-

mation

j0 : : : 0i ! j N i � 1p
2

�j0 : : : 0i+ iN�1 j1 : : : 1i� : (17)

For an odd number, (17) can be achieved using one entangling pulse of the type described

together with a uniform carrier rotation R(�=2; 0) [71].

For the entangling operation to succeed, it is generally necessary for all the participating

ions to have equal sideband Rabi frequencies �
. For uniform illumination, this occurs for

equal amplitudes of motional excitation. This is always the case if a COM mode is used for

the intermediate state, but as noted above, the COM modes are subject to heating that

limits the operation �delity. In the cases of N = 2 and N = 4, there also exist symmetric

\stretch" modes in which each ion's motional amplitude is the same. These modes were

used in the experiments described below. In these cases, heating indirectly reduces the

operation �delity to [73]

F � 1� �4COMhni(hni+ 1)N(N � 1) (18)
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where hni is the average motional excitation of the COM mode. This is analogous to the

e�ect on the carrier transition seen in (7), but the entangling operation is more sensitive

for higher N .

The MS technique has been applied to 9Be+ ions [74]. As seen in Fig. 2, j0i and j1i
are ground hyper�ne states. They are coupled by a Raman transition, and the two-step

transition yielding (15) involves the exchange of four photons. The two Raman beams

were aligned so that their di�erence wave vector was parallel to the trap axis, so that the

lasers did not couple to the transverse motional modes.

The state j N i was prepared for N = 2 and 4. In both cases, the stretch mode

frequency was 8.8 MHz, and the e�ective gate speed was ~
 � 2� � 25 kHz. After the

entanglement pulse, the detection method of Fig. 3 was used to determine the probabilities

Pj that j ions were in state j0i. For the two-ion case, P0+P2 � 0:95, while for the four-ion

case, P0+P4 � 0:70. The coherence between the j0 : : : 0i and j1 : : : 1i states was measured

by observing their interference after a uniform rotation R(�=2; �). To illustrate this e�ect,

in the ideal two-ion case, the rotation results in

j 2i ! 1p
2

� j00i � i j11i � (19)

for � = ��=4, and
j 2i ! 1p

2

� j01i+ j10i � (20)

for � = +�=4. The average number of ions detected in state j0i is the same in either case,

but whether the number is even or odd changes. In general, the parity

� �
NX
j=0

(�1)jPj (21)

oscillates as cosN�, and the amplitude of the oscillation is j2�0:::0;1:::1j, the far o�-diagonal
element of the density matrix �. Fig. 7 illustrates this oscillation.

From the population and coherence data, the �delity of the entanglement operation

F = h N j � j N i can be determined. For the two-ion case, the best observed �delity is

0.92. It is believed that laser uctuations, heating, and spontaneous emission all contribute

to this error. The four-ion entanglement �delity was 0.57. This case is more sensitive to

heating, both because the COM mode frequency is lower and because of the N(N � 1)

sensitivity noted above. The �delity is, however, high enough to establish the existence

of four-particle entanglement [74]. A four-photon entangled state has also been recently

observed [75].

Prior to the above results, a pair of 9Be+ ions were entangled using a di�erent technique

[9]. In that experiment, the two ions were con�ned in a spherical quadrupole trap, and

the entanglement method made use of the micromotion oscillation described in Section

2.2. This approach was limited, however, by the diÆculty of working with multiple ions

in a spherical trap.
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Fig. 7. Veri�cation of entanglement. A state of the form j i = (j0 : : : 0i+ j1 : : : 1i)=p2 is created,
and then rotated into a transverse basis (j0i � e

�i� j1i)=p2. Upon detection, the parity (21)

oscillates as cosN�, where N is the number of ions. The amplitude of the oscillation gives the

coherence of the original state.

Although entanglement of trapped ions has so far been achieved only using 9Be+, it

is not believed that other ion species are unsuitable. In particular, experiments on 40Ca+

ions have demonstrated a high degree of coherence and control [26], and are expected to

yield entanglement results in the near future.

4. Applications of Ion Entanglement

The four-particle entangled state described above is noteworthy, but still diÆcult to achieve

reliably. Two-particle entanglement, however, is much more robust, and has been used

as a basis for further studies. Three applications have been demonstrated: a violation of

Bell's inequality [34], the encoding of a quantum state into a decoherence free subspace

[61], and the use of entangled states to improve spectroscopic resolution [76].

4.1. Bell's Inequality

Bell's inequalities have long been used to contradict the notion of local realism. Loosely,

this is the idea that objects have de�nite properties whether or not they are measured,

and that these properties are not a�ected by events taking place suÆciently far away.

Bell and others showed that all local realistic measurement predictions must obey certain

inequalities, whereas quantum mechanics allows the inequalities to be violated [77{79].

Many experiments have since demonstrated violations of the inequalities [79, 80].

Experiments to date, however, have been subject to one or more signi�cant loopholes,
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allowing local realism to retain some viability. For instance, if the required measurements

are not performed in a relativistically separate way, then it is possible for an unknown

subluminal signal to a�ect the observed results. This locality loophole has been the subject

of much experimental e�ort using entangled photon sources, starting with Ref. [81] and

more recently in Refs. [82{84]. Whether these experiments have conclusively closed the

locality loophole is still a matter of debate [85], but it seems clear that they have made

local realistic theories increasingly implausible.

The second main loophole is due to the low detection eÆciency of most experiments,

which makes it possible that the totality of the events satis�es Bell's inequality even though

the subensemble of detected events violates it [79]. Because ion states can be measured

with near unit eÆciency, the trapped-ion experiment closes this detection loophole for the

�rst time. However, no experiment yet has simultaneously closed both loopholes, so again

all that can be made is a plausibility argument.

The ion experiment tested the CHSH form of Bell's inequality [78]. Generically, the

argument applies to a pair of spin-1/2 particles, prepared in an arbitrary state. A classical

rotation of �1 is applied to particle 1, and �2 to particle 2. The spin projection of each

particle along a �xed axis is then measured, and a correlation function q is assigned the

value +1 if the two results agree, and -1 if not. This procedure is repeated many times for

four combinations of rotation angles. Bell's inequality then states that the quantity

B(�1; Æ1; �2; 2) � jhq(Æ1; 2)i � hq(�1; 2)ij+ jhq(Æ1; �2)i+ hq(�1; �2)ij (22)

must satisfy B � 2. Here �1, Æ1, �2, and 2 are rotation angles, and hq(�1; �2)i is the
average correlation obtained using angles �1 and �2.

In the experiment, the entangled state j 2i was generated by the MS technique. Ro-

tations were applied using (9) on the carrier transition, for � �xed at �=2. The phases

�i played the role of the angles �; �;  and Æ, and were independently varied by adjusting

the ion positions, as in (11). Detection was performed as in Fig. 3, with simple dis-

criminator levels used to determine the number of ions in the bright j0i state for each

experimental run. This number speci�ed the value of q according to whether it was even

or odd, since there is no need to distinguish which particle is in which state. The resulting

state-detection accuracy was about 98%.

Quantum theory predicts Bell's inequality to be maximally violated for �1 = �2 =

��=8 and Æ1 = 2 = 3�=8, with B = 2
p
2. The experimentally obtained value was

B = 2:25 � 0:03, which is consistent with the quantum prediction given experimental

imperfections in state preparation, rotations, and detection.

4.2. Decoherence Free Subspace

Ultimate applications of quantum logic will likely rely on a variety of error correction and

error avoidance methods to protect quantum data from weak interactions with a noisy

environment [23]. One such method is to encode a qubit of information into a decoherence-

free subspace (DFS) of several particles [86{89]. This protects the information from an

environment which couples to each of the physical particles in the same way. For example,
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trapped-ion quantum states su�er decoherence due to uctuating ambient magnetic �elds,

which introduce an uncontrolled phase shift between j0i and j1i. In this case, a DFS exists
for two ions, spanned by the states j01i and j10i, since any superposition of these states

is una�ected by a uniform phase shift j1i ! ei� j1i.
In order for a DFS scheme to be useful, it must include a way to encode a qubit from

the natural basis to the DFS. This can be accomplished for two ions using the M�lmer-

S�rensen operation E. A two-qubit state of the form

j0i (a j0i+ b j1i) (23)

was �rst prepared using the individual addressing technique of Section 3.1. Here the

second ion holds the arbitrary qubit to be encoded, and the �rst serves as an ancilla

qubit. Encoding was performed by applying E�1, and then the operator R1(�=2; �=2)

R2(�=2; 0), where Ri is the carrier rotation operator (9) applied to ion i. The net e�ect is

to transform the test state (23) to the encoded state

ap
2
(j01i+ i j10i) + bp

2
(j01i � i j10i); (24)

which is in the DFS. The E�1 operator was implemented by applying E three times,

since E4 = 1. Decoding is achieved by reversing these steps, applying R1(�=2;��=2) 

R2(�=2; �) and then E.

The encoding procedure was tested using Ramsey's method of separated �elds [90].

First, in a control experiment, the second ion was rotated with R2(�=2; �), held for a �xed

time, and then rotated again with a di�erent phase, R2(�=2; �
0). The �rst ion remained

in j0i throughout. The probability for the second ion to ultimately be in state j0i then
oscillates as sin (� � �0), and the contrast of this oscillation gives the coherence of the

operations. Decoherence was introduced by illuminating both ions with a noisy laser

beam that induced random ac-Stark shifts to the states. As seen in Fig. 8, the dephasing

that resulted caused the contrast to rapidly decay as the duration of the noisy pulse was

increased.

To see the e�ect of the DFS, the same experiment was performed, but the state of the

second ion was encoded into the DFS before applying the noise, and decoded after. As

the �gure shows, in this case the noise had negligible e�ect. The unscaled contrast for the

test state was 0.69 in the absence of noise, and for the encoding state it was 0.43. The

encoding/decoding �delity was therefore about 0.6, roughly consistent with the entangling

�delity of 0.9 since E was applied four times.

Resistance of the encoded state to naturally occurring decoherence was also observed,

by performing the same two experiments but without the noisy pulse and with a variable

time between the initial and �nal rotations. The unprotected state was found to decay with

a time constant of 120�20 �s, consistent with ambient magnetic �eld noise of several mG.

The encoded state decay time was 450� 60 �s, which was presumably due to degradation

of the decoding �delity as the ions were heated.

4.3. Improved Spectroscopic Resolution
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Fig. 8. Decay of the test state (crosses) and DFS encoded state (circles) under applied noise.

Noise is applied for a fraction of the 25 �s delay between encoding and decoding, and the contrast

of the Ramsey interference is measured. Contrasts are normalized to their values for no applied

noise, to remove the e�ects of imperfect encoding operations.

Although not typically considered an aspect of quantum logic per se, one important mo-

tivating factor for studying entanglement is the possibility of increasing the sensitivity of

quantum-limited measurements [91{98]. This is a very general e�ect: if a measurement O

can be made on a single particle with accuracy �O = (hO2i � hOi2)1=2, then typically a

measurement using N uncorrelated particles can reduce the uncertainty to �O=
p
N . If

the N particles are entangled, however, in some cases an uncertainty of �O=N can be

achieved. This is the minimum possible value, termed the Heisenberg limit.

A demonstration of this e�ect was made using two 9Be+ ions. A variety of methods

for reducing measurement noise have been proposed, and several were investigated in

Ref. [76]. We discuss here one used to demonstrate improved spectroscopic resolution of

the 9Be+hyper�ne frequency [96].

The experiment is essentially a Ramsey experiment of the type described in the previous

section. If the initial and �nal rotation pulses are driven at a �xed frequency ! which is

detuned from the carrier frequency !0, then a phase � = (! � !0)T accumulates during

the variable time T between the two pulses. The �nal state oscillates with this phase,

and by observing this oscillation, the detuning and thus !0 can be determined. For one

measurement of a single ion, the phase can be determined with an accuracy of 1 rad, giving

a frequency accuracy of Æ! = 1=T . For two unentangled ions, this is reduced by
p
2.

To improve this resolution, a state of the form (j01i + j10i)=p2 was produced by

applying E to j00i followed by the uniform carrier rotation R(�=2; �=4). The �rst Ramsey

pulse R(�=2; 0) then yields the state

1p
2
(j00i � j11i) (25)
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Fig. 9. Scheme for measurement of 9Be+ hyper�ne frequency using entanglement. A Ramsey

experiment is performed using the initial state (j01i+ j10i)=p2. (a) The parity � is detected, and

oscillates as cos 2�, where � is equal to (! � !0)T for drive frequency ! and resonant frequency

!0. (b) The phase accuracy Æ�, determined from the measured parity variance �� and measured

sensitivity d�=d�. When Æ� < 2�1=2 (the grey line shown), the frequency detuning ! � !0 is

determined with an accuracy better than 1=(T
p
2), which is the best accuracy that can possibly

be achieved using unentangled ions. At the optimum time, Æ� = 0:62� 0:01.
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which precesses to
1p
2

� j00i � e�2i� j11i � (26)

The �nal Ramsey pulse is again R(�=2; 0), and the resulting state is

1p
2

�� cos�
� j01i+ j10i �+ i sin�

� j00i+ j11i ��: (27)

As in Fig. 7, the parity � oscillates, here as � cos 2�. Analogous to the single-ion signal,

the phase of the parity oscillation can be determined with an accuracy of 1 rad, but since

the parity oscillates twice as fast, the resulting frequency accuracy is Æ! = 1=2T .

The experimental result is shown in Fig. 9. The top graph shows the oscillation of the

parity, while the bottom shows the phase accuracy

Æ� =
��

d�=d�
(28)

As can be seen, a region exists where the observed accuracy is below the limit achievable

without entanglement. This technique may ultimately be directly applicable to atomic

clocks based on trapped ions.

5. Prospects

The above experiments indicate the ability to create and manipulate arbitrary two-particle

quantum states. It is natural to ask, however, about the prospects for achieving similar

results with larger numbers of ions. This is obviously a requirement for quantum computa-

tion, and would also be useful for spectroscopic improvements of the type described above.

Although four-particle entanglement has been observed, further progress is impeded by

the lack of easy individual addressing and by decoherence due to heating. Even if these

problems are solved, it will likely prove diÆcult to work with many trapped ions, since

the number of motional modes present grows quickly, and it becomes diÆcult to avoid

mode cross-coupling [36, 99]. The ultimate limit of these e�ects is diÆcult to predict, but

it seems unlikely that it will be possible to work with more than around ten ions in a trap.

5.1. Heating

To reach this goal, the anomalous heating described in Section 2.2 must be addressed.

This is already a limitation in the two-ion 9Be+ experiments. Results are encouraging,

however, that this problem can be alleviated. Experiments using 40Ca+ and 198Hg have

demonstrated much lower heating rates than typically observed in 9Be+, suggesting that

the larger traps of those experiments may be more suitable [45, 60]. Unfortunately, larger

traps have lower motional frequencies, which reduces the potential gate speed and hampers

cooling. However, low heating rates have also been observed in the 9Be+ experiments

[58], which indicates that conditions exist where the anomalous heating is reduced. With

further study, it may be possible to identify these conditions; preliminary results suggest

that shielding the electrodes from the ion source may be important.
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A related approach is the exploration of new materials for use as trap electrodes. For

instance, if the anomalous heating is caused by uctuating patch potentials, the the use of

single-crystal electrodes should be bene�cial. In addition, current electrode structures are

only able to withstand voltages of �1 kV before su�ering catastrophic surface discharge.

Better materials and processing may be able to signi�cantly increase this value, thus

allowing traps that are both strong and large.

Another promising possibility is the use of sympathetic cooling [40, 60, 100, 101]. Here

one set of ions is used for quantum logic and another for cooling, so that the ion crystal can

be cooled without a�ecting the internal states of the logic ions. If individual addressing

is possible, this can be achieved by applying the cooling lasers only to the appropriate

ions [60]. Alternatively, two di�erent ion species can be trapped, and cooling lasers res-

onant with only one species used. To the extent that motional excitation is required for

entanglement, the cooling cannot be applied during a gate, but it can be applied between

operations, which may be suÆcient. Also, several entanglement schemes have been pro-

posed which do not require motional coherence [102], including the MS technique when

used with a large intermediate state detuning. With such a method, cooling could be ap-

plied continuously [40]. A third alternative is to continuously cool the COM motion, while

performing logic operations using another mode [101]. For instance, if a single cooling ion

is positioned between two logic ions, the \stretch" mode of the logic ions is decoupled from

the cooling ion. By keeping the COM mode cold, the decoherence of Eq. (18) would be

avoided.

5.2. Trap Arrays

If the problem of heating can be solved, many experiments using small numbers of qubits

will be enabled. For practical quantum computation, however, large numbers of qubits are

required, and it is diÆcult to see how this can be achieved in a single trap. A promising

approach, therefore, is to consider arrays of many traps, each of which contains only a

few ions [103, 104]. Entanglement between ions in di�erent traps could be achieved either

by directly exchanging ions, or by coupling the ions to photons and exchanging photons

between traps. Of these methods, direct ion exchange is simpler, but photon exchange

may o�er more promise.

A trap structure illustrating the idea of ion exchange is illustrated in Fig. 10. Here

transverse con�nement is provided by a pondermotive potential throughout the structure,

but a series of dc electrodes allows the axial potential to be manipulated in a exible way.

For instance, a trap can be formed at position B by lowering the potential of electrode B

and raising the potentials of A and C. If two ions are con�ned at B, they can be separated

by �rst lowering C and D, and then raising C. One ion will then be left at position D,

where it could be combined with a third ion at position F. The �gure shows only a single

linear array, but more complex structures are also possible, including T-like junctions.

After each logic operation, the internal and motional states are not coupled, so shu�ing

the ions between traps will not alter the stored qubits. It is unlikely, however, that the

transfer can be performed adiabatically in the motional state, so it will be necessary to
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GFEDCBA

GFEDCBA

Fig. 10. An array of traps suitable for entangling multiple ions. Pondermotive radial con�nement

is provided as in 4(b), but several independent dc electrodes A-F allow ions to be shu�ed back

and forth along the structure.

recool the ions after a transfer. This can be achieved using sympathetic cooling, while still

leaving the qubit state intact.

The speed of transfer between traps may be a liability in this scheme, and is yet to

be experimentally investigated. A single ion can likely be transferred very quickly, but

if two ions are to be separated, it may be necessary to change electrode voltages a rate

comparable to the transverse con�nement frequency. For large numbers of ions, many such

steps may be required to bring two arbitrary ions together, which would have a signi�cant

impact on overall gate speed. It should be noted, however, that the practical limit on

transverse con�nement is not yet certain, and could conceivably reach frequencies of 100

MHz or greater. Also, it may be possible to minimize the number of transfer steps required

by intelligent design of the array geometry and through tailoring of the algorithm to be

implemented.

If photons, rather than ions, are exchanged, transfer speed is not a problem. In addi-

tion, the di�erent trap regions could be maintained in di�erent vacuum chambers, which

would o�er some convenience. Perhaps the chief advantage of coupling to photons, though,

is that the photons could also be used for quantum communication applications [105]. Even

a single ion coupled with a cavity would be a useful source of single photons [8, 106{108]

while a larger network would be a promising platform for practical computation [109].

In principle, the required coupling can be achieved by placing an ion inside a high-

�nesse optical cavity and using quantum electrodynamic e�ects [110]. The e�ect has been

demonstrated using neutral atomic beams [111, 112], and considerable e�ort is being made

to trap both ions and neutral atoms in a cavity [113{117]. Substantial technical challenges

remain: one diÆculty for ion traps is the need to avoid electrical charging of the cavity

mirrors, which must be both close to the ion and insulating. If the �eld from the mirrors

is too strong, it can pull the ion out of the trap.

5.3. Conclusions

It is hoped that the discussion above has made a case that entanglement and quantum logic

experiments with trapped ions have reached a stage of maturity where basic operations

can be performed with some degree of reliability and repeatability. Quantum states can

be prepared and detected with high accuracy, and a set of basic operations suitable for

general quantum logic have been demonstrated with �delities of around 0.95 per qubit.
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The operations have been applied to a set of two ions, and a four-particle entangled state

has been observed. These tools have been suÆcient to demonstrate several applications,

including a violation of Bell's inequality, a decoherence-free subspace encoding scheme,

and improvements to spectroscopic resolution.

Experiments are currently limited by the anomalous heating e�ect, but approaches to

solving this problem are available. When this problem is solved, prospects for scaling up

to larger ion numbers will be good. While both the trap array and photon-coupling ideas

pose diÆcult experimental challenges, the underlying atomic physics is well understood so

there is good basis for optimism that these challenges can be overcome.
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